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First published on May 14, 2002; Substantive review of January 18, 2018 The "deprivacy" is frequently used in ordinary language, as in philosophical, political and legal discussions, but there is no definition or definition or unique meaning or unique meaning of the rmino . The concept of privacy has broad historical roots in sociological and
anthropolical discussions about cuén extensively is valued and preserved in several cultures. In addition, the concept has historical origins in well -known philosophical discussions, especially the distinction of Aristóleles between the public sphere of political activity and the private sphere associated with family and domestic life. However, the
historical use of the rmino is not uniform, and there is still confusing about the meaning, value and scope of the concept of privacy. The first privacy treaties appeared with the development of the protection of privacy in US law from the day of 1890 onwards, and the protection of privacy was greatly justified by moral reasons. This literature helps
distinguish descriptive privacy stories, describing what is in fact protected as private, of the normative accounts of privacy defending its value and the extent to which it must be protected. In these discussions, some treat privacy as an inter -moral value, while others refer to it as a moral or legal right that must be protected by society or law. Clearly,
one can be insensitive to the privacy interests of another without violating any right to privacy, if there is one. There are several escostic stories and privacy criticism. According to a well -known argument, there is no right to privacy and there is nothing special in privacy, because any protected as private can be equally well explained and protected
by other interests selanosrep selanosrep sol euqrop sovitnitsid nos on dadicavirp ed seseretni sol euq natnemugra sacitÃrc sartO .)5791 ,nosmohT( laroproc dadiruges al y dadeiporp al a ohcered le odot erbos ,sohcered Protegen are economically inefficient (Posner, 1981) or not based on any appropriate legal doctrine (Bork, 1990). Finally, there is the
feminist criticism of privacy, which granting special status to privacy is harmful to women and others because it is used as a shield to dominate and control them, silence them and cover abuse (Mackinnon, 1989). However, most theorists consider that privacy is a meaningful and valuable concept. Philosophical debates on privacy definitions became
prominent in the second half of the twentieth century, and are deeply affected by the development of the protection of privacy in the law. Some defend privacy as focusing on control over the information about oneself (Parent, 1983), while others defend it as a broader concept required for human dignity (Bloustein, 1964), or crucial for privacy
(Gerstein, 1978; Inness, 1992). Other commentators defend privacy as necessary for the development of varied and significant interpersonal relationships (Fried, 1970, Rachels, 1975), or as the value that gives us the ability to control the access that others have for us (Gavison, 1980; Allen, 1988; Moore, 2003), or as a set of rules necessary not only to
control access but also to improve the expression and personal choice (eweman, 1992). The discussion of the concept is complicated by the fact that privacy seems to be something that we value to provide a sphere within which we can be free from interference by others, and yet it also seems to work negatively, as the layer under which domination,
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dadicavirp al ed rolav le y odacifingis le erbos savitanretla senoinipo odnanoicroporp ,otpecnoc omoc dadicavirp al ed sasnefed o sacif³Ãsolif senoicinifed ed amag ailpma al )3( ,ohcered omoc dadicavirp al ed sacitÃrc sal )2( ,latnemadnuf rolav noc otpecnoc through concealment, isolation or restriction of access to secret ceremonies (Mead, 1949). Alan
Westin (1967) has surveyed animal animal studies aveun al orep ,ollitsac le omoc ragoh us ed n³Ãiccetorp al y nºÃmoc ohcered led etrap are ay ,naÃerc ,dadicavirp ed oipicnirp lE .)512 ,591 ,0981 siednarB y nerraW( âdadilanosrep al a ohcered leâ ,anosrep al ed dadinumni ed lareneg ohcered nu ed etrap amrof euq âairotaloivni dadilanosrepâ ed
oipicnirp nu ne asab es dadicavirp al a ohcered le euq norejid ,n³Ãiccetorp lat noc adaznacla latnem zap al neib s¡Ãm onis ,lautceletni dadeiporp al o ,sodicudorp solucÃtra sol regetorp natnetni on euq a odnatsnI .sorto noc ritrapmoc nareidup es senoicome y sotneimitnes ,sotneimasnep sol euq ne adidem al aÃregetorp euq dadicavirp al a lareneg s¡Ãm
ohcered nu ojab sodigetorp res naÃrdop setnetsixe sosac ed dadeirav anu euq noreitnis siednarB y nerraW .anosrep anu ed adavirp adiv al noc sodanoicaler sellated ed acilbºÃp n³Ãisufid al rop adacovorp dadicavirp al ed n³Ãisavni al noracatsed ,sotxetnoc sorto ne senoicaloiv a n©Ãibmat aicnerefer odneicah orep ,socid³Ãirep sol y aÃfargotof al omoc
senoicnevni setneicer rop saditimrep dadicilbup al ne y asnerp al ne etrap narg ne esodn¡ÃrtneC .n³Ãiccetorp ase ed n³Ãisnetxe y azelarutan al racilpxe ed noratart y ,oudividni led dadicavirp al regetorp ed arenam anu aÃcerfo etnetsixe yel al euq noratnemugra âolos esrajed a ohceredâ led otneimiconocer nu y âsocim³Ãnoce y selaicos ,socitÃlop
soibmacâ odnatiC .)0981 ,siednarB y nerraW( âdadicavirp al a ohcered lEâ odalutit siednarB siuoL y nerraW leumaS ed oyasne osomaf le noc azneimoc dadicavirp ed otpecnoc led acit¡Ãmetsis s¡Ãm atircse n³Ãisucsid anu euq ecid es odunem A n³Ãicamrofni al ed dadicavirP 1.1 .socop sonu ol³Ãs raremune arap ,odignirtser osecca o dadelos
,otneimiconoc y sadibihorp senoinipo ,latnemanrebug aicnerefretni al arap odaiporpani oinimod nu ,onreibog led adarapes arefse anu a esrirefer edeup dadicavirp aL .aÃrav sotxetnoc selpitlºÃm sotse ne odavirp animoned es euq ol ,ograbme niS .sonamuh sol a atimil es on dadicavirp ed oesed nu euq .dadicavirp .dadicavirp al ed erbmon le ojab
n³Ãiccetorp atse odarapes rop y etnematicÃlpxe reconocer etnatropmi ozih He suggested that the limitations of law could be determined by analogy with the law of slander and defamation, and would not prevent the publication of information on the public officials who worked to occupy positions, for example. Warren and Brandeis sat down the basis
for a privacy concept that has become known as control over the information about oneself. Although the first cases after the publication of their document do not recognize a privacy right, soon the public and federal courts are supporting and expanding the right to privacy. In an attempt to systematize and describe and define more clearly the new
privacy right that remains in the law of the tort, William Prosser wrote in 1960 that what had emerged were four different interests in privacy. Not pretending to be providing an exact definition, and admitting that there had been confusion and inconsistencies in the development of the protection of privacy in the law, proser, however, it described the
four privacy rights â € Intrusion on the isolation or loneliness of a person, or in their private affairs. Public publication of shameful private facts on an individual. Advertising by placing one in a false light in the public eye. Appropriation of the similarity of one for the advantage of another (Prosser 1960, 389). Prosser said that the intrusion of the first
privacy right had expanded more than the physical intrusion, and it was possible that Warren and Brandeis had been worried mainly with the second right of privacy. However, Proser considered that both real abuses and public demand had led to the general acceptance of these four types of privacy invasions. In his opinion, the answers to three main
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tuoba sweiv evitamron rieht gnitirw erew siednarb dna nerraw information and a mosaic of privacy guidelines. This mosaic includes privacy regulations on student registers, video rentals, the child's online privacy protection law (coppa, 2000,) the health insurance (hippa, 2006) and more. the European union trained individual privacy commissioners
or group agencies that had technical expertise, received government authority and were able to form political coalitions to successfully press for greater protection of individual privacy, which requires that personal information be not collected or heard for purposes other than those initially intended without individual consent, and so on. This
contrasts strongly with the U.S. approach that allows entities such as insurance companies and employers a wide access to personal information not covered by separate privacy guidelines, given a lack of government support for more comprehensive privacy legislation and a more fragmented political system. United States has generally supported the
efficiency arguments that businesses and government need unrestricted access to personal data to ensure economic growth and national security, while the Ue has sent a consistent signal that privacy has a critical value in a solid information society because citizens will only participate in an online environment if they feel that their privacy is
guaranteed against ubiquitous businesses and government surveillance. 1.2 The constitutional right to privacy in 1965 was quite different from privacy, independent of information privacy and the fourth amendment, explicitly recognized by the supreme court. now is commonly called the constitutional right to privacy. the right was announced for the
firstin the Griswold v case. Connecticut (381 U.S. 479), which overturned the sentences of the Director of Planned Parenthood and a doctor at the Yale Medical School for information, instruction and instruction related to dispersed contraceptivesadvice for married people. Judge william o. douglas described the constitutional right to privacy as
protecting a privacy zone that covers the social institution of marriage and the sexual relations of married persons. Despite the dispute over the opinion of douglas, the right of constitutional privacy was soon cited to annul a ban against interracial marriage, allow people to possess obscene matter in their own homes and to allow the distribution of
contraception devices to individuals, both married and single. the most famous application of this right to privacy was a jotification of abortion rights defended in 1973 in roe v. wade (410 U.S. 113) and subsequent decisions on abortion. While douglas vaguely called it a penumbral right hand of the constitution, and the court has not been able to
clearly define the right, it has generally been seen as a right that protects the individual interest of one. in the independence of making certain important and personal decisions about one's family, life and lifestyle. what personal decisions have been protected by this right of privacy have varied according to the composition of the court. in 1986 in
bowers v. hardwick (478 U.S. 186) privacy was not carried out to cover a ban on laws against sodomy in georgia, despite intimate sexual relations involved. the critique of the constitutional right to privacy has continued, particularly in the popular press, roe v. wade may be in danger, and many saw the decision of bowers as evidence of the
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.âaicnerehoc ed sisetâ al omoc dadicavirp ed senoicamalcer sal ed aÃroyam al a nºÃmoc ogla yah euq Thomson's reductionism Probably the most famous reductionist view of privacy is one of Judith Jarvis Thomson (1975). Noting that there is little agreement onPrivacy is, Thomson examines several cases that have been considered violations of the
right to privacy. However, in conducting a closer inspection, Thomson considers that all such cases can be properly and equally well explained in terms of violations of the rights or rights of property on the person, such as the right not to be heard. Ultimately, the right to privacy, in Thomson's view, is simply a group of rights. Such rights in the group
are always superimposed by property rights or the rights to physical security and can be fully explained. The right to privacy, in his opinion, is “derivative” in the sense that there is no need to find what is common in the set of privacy rights. Privacy is derived in its importance and justification, according to Thomson, since any violation of privacy is
best understood as the violation of a more basic right. Numerous commentators provide strong arguments against Thomson's criticism (Scanlon, 1975; Inness, 1992). 2.2 Posner Richard Posner's economic criticism (1981) also presents a critical privacy account, arguing that the types of interests protected under privacy are not distinctive. In addition,
your account is unique because it argues that privacy is protected in economically inefficient ways. With regard to information, Posner's privacy should only be protected when access to information would reduce its value (e.g., allowing students to have access to their letters of recommendation, making such letters less reliable and therefore less
valuable, and therefore remain confidential or private). Focusing on privacy as a control over the information about yourself, Posner argues that the selective concealment or disclosure of the information is generally to deceive o o n³Ãicazinagro al edneifed rensoP ,amus nE .azeuqir al azimixam on euqrop odasnep nah sorto euq elbisnefed sonem se
laudividni dadicavirp al ed n³Ãiccetorp al otnat ol rop y ,odavirp ocim³Ãnoce oicifeneb le arap o ,sorto a ralupinam Privacy is more important than personal privacy, because it is likely that the first will improve the economy. 2.3 Bork's opinion Another strong privacy critic is Robert Bork (1990), whose criticism is directed to the constitutional right to
privacy established by the Supreme Court in 1965. Bork sees Griswold v's decision. Connecticut as an attempt by the Supreme Court Supreme to take sides on a social and cultural issue, and as an example of constitutional wrongdoing. Bork's attack focuses on Judge William O. Douglas and his majority opinion on Griswold. Bork's main point is that
Douglas did not obtain the right to privacy of any pre-existing right or natural law, but simply created a new right to privacy without the basis of the constitution or the Bill of Rights. Bork is correct that the word "privacy" never appears in those documents. Douglas had argued, however, that it could be seen that the right to privacy is based on the
guarantees of the first, third, fourth, fifth and ninth amendments. Together, the protections offered by these amendments showed that a basic privacy area was protected for citizens, and that it covered their ability to make personal decisions about their lives in the home and the family. On the contrary, Bork argues (i) that none of the abovementioned amendments covered the case before the court, (ii) that the Supreme Court never articulated or clarified what the right to privacy was or how far it was extended, and he charges (iii) that the Right privacy simply protected what most judges personally wanted to cover. In short, he accuses Douglas and the majority of the court of inventing
a new right and, therefore, surpassing his limits as judges by making a new law, not interpreting the law. Bork's opinions continue to be defended by others, in politics and in dadicavirp dadicavirp anu etnemlaer se on dadicavirp al a lanoicutitsnoc ohcered le euq natnemugra ,)5791( nosmohT htiduJ y )3891( tneraP mailliW sodiulcni ,socir³Ãet soL
.ralupop asnerp But it is described more like a right to freedom. Other commentators believe, on the contrary, that even if Douglas's opinion is wrong in their defense, using vagus language on a penumbral privacy right emanating from the constitution and its amendments, there is, however, there is a historical and conceptually coherent nociny of
privacy , different from freedom, sculpted by cases of constitutional privacy (Inness, 1992; Schoeman, 1992; Johnson, 1994; Diew, 1997). In response to Bork's complaint that the constitutional protection of privacy does not refer to privacy, but only to freedom or autonomy, it has been argued with ã ã ã íito that, although we have multiple individual
freedoms such as Freedom of expression, many do not seem to be about anything particularly personal or related to the types of concerns that we could be willing and capable of seeing as privacy issues. If so, freedom is a more broad concept that privacy and privacy issues and claims are a subset of claims to freedom. In support of this opinion, the
philosophical and juristic commentators have urged that privacy to protect liberty and that the protection of privacy wins us the freedom to define ourselves and our relations with others (Allen, 2011; December, 1997; Reiman, 1976, 2004; Schoeman, 1984, 1992). A moving account that supports this opinion "under privacy as a necessary and
indispensable condition for freedom" comes from literature, here a quote from Milan Kundera. But a day in 1970 or 1971, with the intention of discrediting Prochazka, the Police began to transmit these conversations [with Professor Vaclav Cerny, with whom he liked to drink and talk] as a radio series. For the Policias it was a bold and unprecedented
act. And, surprisingly: it almost happened; ore±Ãapmoc ore±Ãapmoc nu ecah ,etiper es ,soicus setsihc ecid ,otnot aºÃtca ,oseurg ejaugnel azilitu ,sobab sol ed sogima ,sasoc ed opit odot ecid anosrep anu ,odavirp ne euqrop :odatidercased euf akzahcorP by shocking him with outrageous talk, floats heretical ideas he¢ÃÂÂd never admit in public, and
so forth. Of course, we all act like Prochazka, in private we bad-mouth our friends and use coarse language; that we act different in private than in public is everyone¢ÃÂÂs most conspicuous experience, it is the very ground of the life of the individual; curiously, this obvious fact remains unconscious, unacknowledged, forever obscured by lyrical
dreams of the transparent glass house, it is rarely understood to be the value one must defend beyond all others. Thus only gradually did people realize (though their rage was all the greater) that the real scandal was not Prochazka¢ÃÂÂs daring talk but the rape of his life; they realized (as if by electric shock) that private and public are two
essentially different worlds and that respect for that difference is the indispensable condition, the sine qua non, for a man to live free; that the curtain separating these two worlds is not to be tampered with, and that curtain-rippers are criminals. And because the curtain-rippers were serving a hated regime, they were unanimously held to be
particularly contemptible criminals. (Kundera, 1984, 261) It is not difficult to see the analogies between Kundera¢ÃÂÂs scenario and electronic surveillance and street cameras common in society today. There is more detailed evidence that privacy and liberty are distinct concepts, that liberty is a broader notion, and that privacy is essential for
protecting liberty. We have many forms of liberty that do not appear to have anything to do with what we might value as private and inappropriate for government intervention for personal reasons. The right to travel from state to state without a passport, for example, seems to be a freedom far different from freedom to make decisions about personal
and intimate concerns about one¢ÃÂÂs body ¢ÃÂÂ such as contraception use, abortion choice, sterilization (Buck v. 274 U.S 200, 1927) and Vasectomías (Skinner V, Oklahoma 316 U.S 535, 1942, demolishing a statute that orders sterilizations for those who commit three crimes). It is clear that the United States Supreme Court has recognized this by
saying that constitutional privacy cases are a second in privacy, that is, an individual interest in the taking of certain types of decisions IMPORTANT (WHALEN V. ROE, 429 U.S 589, 1977). 2.4 The feminist critics of privacy there is not a single version of the feminist criticism of privacy, but it can be said in general that many feminist are concerned on
the dark side of privacy, and the use of privacy as a Shield to cover up the domination, degradation and abuse of women and others. Many tend to focus on the private instead of the public, instead of simply information or constitutional privacy. If the distinction between the public and private domains leaves the private domain free of any scrutiny,
then these feminists such as Catharine Mackinnon (1989) are correct that privacy can be dangerous for women when used to cover repression and the day Physical to them, perpetuating the subjectivity of women in the domestic business and promoting the non -intervention of the State. Jean Bethke Elshtain (1981, 1995) and others suggest that it
seems that feminists such as Mackinnon reject the public/private division by this reason and, in addition, they recommend that feminists and other jettison or abandon privacy. But, Elshtain Seés, this alternative seems too extreme. A more reasonable opinion, as Anita Allen (1988), is to recognize that although privacy can be an abuse shield, it is
unacceptable to reject privacy completely based on the damage made privately. A total rejection of privacy makes everything public, and leaves the internal sphere open to complete scrutiny and intrusion by the State. However, women are surely interested in privacy that can protect them from statehoodsterilization programmes or governmentimposed drug tests for pregnant women who demand results sent to the police, for example, and that can provide reasonable regulations such as granting rights against marital rape. Therefore, collapsing the public/private dichotomy in a single public realm is inadequate. What the feminists of the puzzles are how to make sense to an important and
valuable notion of privacy that provides them with a kingdom free of scrutiny and intervention on the part of the state, without returning to the traditional public/private dichotomy that in the past has relegated private and private women and domestic sphere where they are victims of abuse and restraint. The challenge is to find a way for the state to
take very seriously the domestic abuse that used to be allowed in the name of privacy, while preventing the state from becoming involved in all the most intimate parts of women's lives. This means attracting new limits for justified state intervention and therefore understanding the public/private distinction in new ways. 3. Opinions about the meaning
and value of privacy 3.1 The privacy and control of narrow-seen privacy information that focus on control over self-information that was defended by Warren and Brandeis and by William Prosser are also supported by more recent commentators, including Fried (1970) and Father (1983). In addition, Alan Westin describes privacy as the ability to
determine for ourselves when, how and to what extent information about us is communicated to others (Westin, 1967). Perhaps the best example of a contemporary defense of this view is presented by William Parent. The father explains that he proposes to defend a view of privacy that is consistent with ordinary language and that odneinifed
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or legal right to privacy. Personal information is characterized by Parent as factual (otherwise it would be covered by libel, slander or defamation), and these are facts that most persons choose not to reveal about themselves, such as facts about health, salary, weight, sexual orientation, etc. Personal information is documented, on Parent¢ÃÂÂs view,
only when it belongs to the public record, that is, in newspapers, court records, or other public documents. Thus, once information becomes part of a public record, there is no privacy invasion in future releases of the information, even years later or to a wide audience, nor does snooping or surveillance intrude on privacy if no undocumented
information is gained. In cases where no new information is acquired, Parent views the intrusion as irrelevant to privacy, and better understood as an abridgment of anonymity, trespass, or harassment. Furthermore, what has been described above as the constitutional right to privacy, is viewed by Parent as better understood as an interest in liberty,
not privacy. In sum, there is a loss of privacy on Parent¢ÃÂÂs view, only when others acquire undocumented personal information about an individual. DeCew (1997) gives a detailed critique of Parent¢ÃÂÂs position. Although Parent¢ÃÂÂs definition is valuable because he does view privacy as a coherent concept with unique and fundamental value, it
is problematic for several reasons. It is too narrow an account because he only allows for a descriptive and not a normative use of the term. As another example, if personal information is part of the public record, even the most insidious snooping to attain it does not constitute a privacy invasion. DeCew (1997) and Scanlon (1975, 317) discuss other
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odis ah nºÃmoc s¡Ãm n³Ãinipo anU dadimitni e dadicavirP 3.3 .rodanimuli e etnerehoc etnemlautpecnoc omoc sisil¡Ãna etse and intimacy are deeply related. On the one hand, privacy is valuable because privacy would be impossible without it (Fried, 1970; Gerety 1977; Gerstein, 1978; Cohen, 2002). Fried, for example, defines privacy closely as
control over the information about oneself. Extend this definition, however, by arguing that privacy has an intrinsic value, and is necessarily related and fundamental to the development of one as an individual with a moral and social personality capable of forming intimate relationships that imply respect, love, friendship and trust. Privacy is valuable
because it allows a control over the information about yourself, which allows you to maintain various degrees of intimacy. In fact, love, friendship and trust are only possible if people enjoy privacy and are granted it. Privacy is essential to such relationships in Fried's opinion, and this helps explain why a threat to privacy is a threat to our very integrity
as people. By characterizing privacy as a necessary context for love, friendship and trust, Fried bases his account on a moral conception of people and their personalities, on a canteen notion of the person with basic rights and the need to define and pursue the own values free from the impingement of others. Privacy allows you to define relationships
with others and define. In this way, privacy is also closely related to respect and self-respect. Gerstein (1978) also argues that privacy is necessary for intimacy, and intimacy in communication and interpersonal relationships is necessary for us to fully experience our lives. Intimacy without intrusion or observation is necessary to have experiences with
spontaneity and without shame. Shoeman (1984) supports these views and underlinesprivacy provides a way to control intimate information about yourself and has many other benefits, not only for relationships with others, but also for the of one¢ÃÂÂs personality and inner self. Julie Inness (1992) has identified intimacy as the defining feature of
intrusions properly called privacy invasions. Inness argues that intimacy is based not on behavior, but on motivation. She believes that intimate information or activity is that which draws its meaning from love, liking, or care. It is privacy that protects one¢ÃÂÂs ability to retain intimate information and activity so that one can fulfill one¢ÃÂÂs needs of
loving and caring. 3.4 Privacy and Social Relationships A number of commentators defend views of privacy that link closely with accounts stressing privacy as required for intimacy, emphasizing not just intimacy but also more generally the importance of developing diverse interpersonal relationships with others. Rachels (1975) acknowledges there is
no single answer to the question why privacy is important to us, because it can be necessary to protect one¢ÃÂÂs assets or interests, or to protect one from embarrassment, or to protect one against the deleterious consequences of information leaks, to name just a few. Nevertheless, he explicitly criticizes Thomson¢ÃÂÂs reductionist view, and urges
that privacy is a distinctive right. On his view, privacy is necessary to maintain a variety of social relationships, not just intimate ones. Privacy accords us the ability to control who knows what about us and who has access to us, and thereby allows us to vary our behavior with different people so that we may maintain and control our various social
relationships, many of which will not be intimate. An intriguing part of Rachels¢ÃÂÂ analysis of privacy is that it emphasizes ways in which privacy is not merely limited to control over information. Our ability to control both information and access to us allows us to control our relationships with others. Hence privacy is also connected to our behavior
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Roessler, 2005). Escollar EscollarEloquently defended the importance of privacy for protection of self-expression and social freedom. The most recent literature has expanded this vision and focused on the value of privacy not only on the individual interests it protects, but also on its irreducible social value. Concerns about the accessibility and
retention of electronic communications and the expansion of camera surveillance have led commentators to focus attention on the loss of individual privacy, as well as on the protection of privacy with respect to the State and society (Reiman, 2004; Solove, 2008; Nissenbaum, 2010). Priscilla Regan writes, for example, “I argue that privacy is not only
of value to the individual, but also to society in general... Privacy is a common value in which all individuals value some degree of privacy and have some common perceptions about privacy. Privacy is also a public value, since it has value not only for the individual as an individual or for all individuals in common but also for the democratic political
system. Privacy is rapidly becoming a collective value in which technology and market forces make it difficult for a person to have privacy without all people having a similar minimum level of privacy” (Regan, 1995, 213). According to Daniel Solove, “By understanding privacy as a form of the norms of society, we can see better why privacy should not
be understood only as an individual right... Instead, privacy protects the individual because of the benefits it gives to society.” In addition, “the value of privacy must be understood in terms of its contribution to society” (Solove, 2008, 98, 171fn). Solove believes that privacy promotes and promotes the moral autonomy of citizens, a central requirement
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which to view protection of individual liberty and autonomy in liberal democratic societies. What is new is the worrisome development of privacy-invasive technologies that intrude on both individuals and society. Regan (1995), Solove (2008) and Nissenbaum (2010) took the first steps in analyzing the social dimensions and value of privacy in a
democratic society, but are now, along with others in this volume (2015), focusing on the role of privacy in political and social practice, in law, in media and communication, in health care, and in the marketplace. Privacy concerns are also arising in new disciplines beyond philosophy, law and political science, reaching into the health sciences,
engineering, media studies, sociology and information sciences. Thus Roessler and Mokrosinska have encouraged further work on recent controversies in these different domains of social life, exploring the ways in which the emphasis on the social relevance of privacy helps try to resolve them. They also urged contributors to address challenges that
arise for the social dimension of privacy given the increasing regulation of privacy. Thus, for example, Gary Marx, Regan and Solove discuss the social meaning and value of privacy, and DeCew and Moore assess the public/private boundary in the family, given that family conventions are among the most crucial for this primary human socialization
setting (Roessler and Mokrosinska, 2015). As another example, Roessler and Mokrosinska themselves, along with Jeroen van den Hoven, Annabelle Lever and others address genetic data, markets in personal data, and privacy as a political value, especially given the tension between the right to privacy and freedom of expression. Other papers in this
cluster look at Internet surveillance and the democratic role of privacy and The media. When asking many questions, these trials isolate the central dilemmas that arise when dealing with privacy in social contexts and when groups, not merely individuals, have a participation in the regulation of privacy (roessler and mokrosinska, 2015). Finally, a
third group of essays in this volume help readers understand the privacy standards in the European Union and Canada. Anita allen highlights the limitations of privacy standards in health care, and the discrimination and disadvantages that these regulations lead to people of color and women. others speak both of the combination and the labyrinth of
federal privacy regulations in the United States, in all states, and within different bodies of privacy legislation. for current privacy disputes in these new technical areas, there may be little concrete answers about how best to respond to specific questions arising from the confrontation between privacy and other important values. However, “the
authors have taken an important step in the investigation of privacy and have shown that the recognition of the social dimensions of privacy must play a central role in the way we understand privacy and address current privacy disputes” (roessler and mokrosinska, 7). 4.2 privacy and conflicts with other values such as the debate has expanded on
privacy and advance technology, another recent anthology has made important contributions to literature. privacy, security and responsibility: ethics, law and policy edited by adam d. moore (2016) is based on a joint and defense of privacy, even when privacy seems to be in conflict with other important values. for example, new technologies to
increase data mining nos nos sotsE .odanigami somaÃbah euq ol ed acilbºÃp s¡Ãm res arap adavirp omoc adigetorp abatse euq somasnep euq n³Ãicamrofni al renopxe nedeup laicaf otneimiconocer ed aÃgoloncet y avitciderp acitÃlana ,aicnecil ed sacalp ed serotcel ,rolac ed n³Ãicceted ed saram¡Ãc ,somin³Ãna sotad ed sotnujnoc ed and others can
make us worry about the moral, legal and social bases and the interrelations between privacy, security and accountability. Moore and his co-author of the “Introduction”, Michael Katell, use a definition based on the control of privacy, that “The right to privacy is a right to control access to and use of places, bodies and personal information” (Moore,
3), urging that “the ability to control access to our bodies, capacities and powers, and sensitive personal information, is an essential part of human flourishing 5) or well-being. Security basically provides people with control of their lives, projects and properties, and to be free from unwarranted interference by other individuals, corporations and
governments. At this level, privacy and security seem to go hand in hand, reinforcing each other. However, it is important to ask when external interference is justified, leading to conflicts between privacy and security. People may have different opinions about when a national security issue, for example, is strong enough to override individual or
collective privacy concerns. Kenneth Einar Himma defends a strong account, arguing that the classical theory of the social contract implies that citizens submit to the state authority to gain security, a value that the state is morally obliged to protect. Thus, armed services, police, intelligence agencies, public health institutions and legal systems
provide security to individuals and groups (Moore, chap. 8). But few would accept the extreme assertion that security always overrides privacy, and in our “technologically empowered and fear-inspired environment, balancing legitimate needs acidÃruj acidÃruj y laicos ,larom ed somalbah omoc lat ,acidÃruj y laicos ,larom dadilibasnopser ed
setnerefid ogla saÃrogetac raicerpa somedop neib iS .)7 ,erooM( âlareneg ne dadeicos anu y adarebiled aicarcomed anu rop aunitnoc ahcul anu se seroditepmoc serolav y sodaicerpa sohcered We all understand that it is clear that responsibility can sometimes replace privacy rights and, nevertheless, privacy rights can on other occasions cancel
responsibility in their multiple forms. As the authors in this volume note, there are good reasons to conclude that privacy, security and responsibility are morally valuable. However, we can all ask ourselves that is the appropriate balance between these different values when they enter conflict. To describe only some of the contributions in this volume,
Anita Allen argues that individuals have the obligation to protect their own privacy (Moore, Chapter 1). While that may be true, it is not clear that people can protect their own privacy from national security concerns or demands. Dorota Mokrosinska emphasizes privacy as a democratic value, strengthening the value of privacy when competing with
the freedom of expression and other political interests. Privacy can facilitate the reserve of deep disagreements so that political participation in a continuous democracy. Asã, Mokrosinska proposes a strategy to mediate between privacy and freedom of expression when they collide (Moore, Cap. 4). As Kenneth Himma "argues that security is an
important right that always" Trump ", which, in its opinion is not an absolute or fundamental right, but simply" instrumental "to other rights" to other rights "to other rights to Other rights "to other rights" to other rights "to other rights" to other rights "(Moore, 12, and chap duty and obligation more valuable. On the contrary, responding to this point
of view, Adam Moore defends privacy on safety with multiple arguments, perhaps the powerful of which it is "the importance of privacy as a bulwark against the tyrannical excesses of a state of unchecked security" (moore, 13 and chap. 9). alan rubel analyzes the data collection of the national security agency (nsa) on cap. 10, bryce clayton powell
focuses on monitoringin chapter 11, it echoes the ruble concerns about responsibility and transparency in data collection and monitoring processes, thus focusing on the importance of privacy rights in this new technological era. so concerns about the application of the law and the implementation of many practices taken to fall under the patriotic law
are also supported by the discussion of nadine strossen on such application which is often illegal and ineffective (moore, chap. 12). These discussions in information technology attract readers to current debates on the boundaries between and the relative values of privacy, security and responsibility. another discussion on privacy as a concept and its
role and tensions associated with discussions on advanced technology is privacy: what everyone needs to know (francis and francis, 2017). provides an excellent overview of literature and topics covered in this article. is a reflective and expansive book, which discusses privacy in relation to concepts such as security and autonomy in decision-making.
also evaluating the state of privacy in our changing technological era, the book addresses privacy questions for individuals, families and other groups, with detailed attention to personal information, medical care, education, employment and other financial problems, law enforcement, the internet and social issues. media, and the importance of privacy
in a democracy. offers a balanced treatment of alternative points of view in each of these areas, emphasizing the multiple ways in which privacy protection can vary sotantly in different spheres of our lives. authors have experience both in philosophy and in law, which is particularly timely and increasingly necessary in anyon the value of privacy in
these multiple contexts. contexts. contexts.
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